WARNING: Leadership as a Domain (LAAD) is a hard-hitting, no-holds-barred, program of workshops,
keynote addresses and coaching for teams, leaders and mentors committed to building a culture of
Leadership Readiness.

WHY
Understanding and mastering the Leadership Domain is critical to organizational success and requires a
system that accelerates and builds a culture of Leadership Readiness

HOW
Our systematic approach to building LAAD includes presentations, workshops and group/individual
coaching that provides your team with a cycle of developmental growth that is self-sustaining and
tailorable to accommodate any schedule. LAAD workshops and instruction are based on understanding
three pillars:
1) Develop Organizational Trust
2) Cultivate Healthy Feedback
3) Coaching For Succession
Implementation and continual practice of these pillars will unlock your organization’s full potential. Your
leaders will grasp how to optimize their strengths and fortify the areas to accelerate Leadership
Readiness culture.

WHAT
RCCG will share practical experiences and a custom framework allowing your leaders to dominate the
Leadership Domain. Your leaders will learn how to connect with, inspire, motivate and coach teams
toward mission accomplishment.
Following the workshop, RCCG offers 6-months of tailored developmental coaching that includes
scheduled sessions as well as “on-call” telephone/video meetings to propel your leaders to rise above
leadership challenges. We will partner to identify the root cause and contributing factors of leadership
development challenges and discover the optimal leadership performance path for your team.
Our program is about dominating the Leadership Domain and accelerating leadership readiness.
RCCG looks forward to bringing our leadership coaching and development experiences directly into your
organization. RCCG is excited for you to discover the undeniable impact an exceptional leadership
development program will have on your organization.
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